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Abstract: The process of liquid radial reflux interference during jet penetration in a liquid-filled
composite structure is divided in this study into three stages: bottom plate reflection interference,
side-wall reflection interference, and side-wall secondary reflection interference. The calculation
model of the velocity interval of the disturbed jet and the residual penetration depth of the jet has
been established through theoretical analysis. Results show that the liquid-filled composite structure
can interfere with the high-speed section of the shaped charge jet. The accuracy of the theoretical
analysis in this paper has been verified through numerical simulation, X-ray, and depth-of-penetration
experiments. Among the results, those of the X-ray experiment show that the liquid-filled composite
structure has interference on the tip of the shaped charge jet, which provides a possibility for the
application of the liquid-filled composite structure to ammunition safety and other extreme cases.

Keywords: liquid radial reflux; shock wave; shaped charge jet; interference; liquid-filled
composite structure

1. Introduction

A thin-walled, liquid-filled structure will demonstrate large deformation, tearing, or
even complete failure when impacted by a high-speed projectile. This phenomenon is
called the water hammer effect [1] because the incoming projectile will transform its kinetic
energy into deformation energy of the shell through the liquid, which can lead to shell
deformation and failure, to achieve structural damage. The water hammer effect makes
thin-walled liquid-filled structures, such as aircraft and ship tanks, become one of the main
attack targets on the battlefield. However, recent studies have found that the liquid-filled
structure can also be used to resist the impact of high-speed penetrators such as a shaped
charge jet (SCJ), when the constraint is strong. The liquid-filled composite structure (LFCS),
a new type of protective structure, has gradually attracted the attention of scholars in the
field of impact protection.

Scholars have conducted thorough theoretical studies, simulations, and tests on the dy-
namic response process of kinetic energy projectiles impacting liquid-filled structures, focus-
ing on the velocity attenuation of the projectiles, cavitation dynamic characteristics, liquid
pressure distribution, and energy-absorbing deformation of the shells. Fourest et al. [2,3]
studied the bubble and fluid dynamic characteristics of an oil tank under the impact of
fragments through numerical simulation. Varas [4] investigated the liquid pressure distri-
bution and shell deformation of aluminum square tubes with different liquid level heights
under the impact of spherical projectiles with different velocities. Lecysyn [5] analyzed the
change in shock wave pressure, bubble drag pressure, and hole wall during penetration of
a high-speed bullet in an open liquid container. Sauer [6] used the simulation method to
analyze the container deformation, liquid dispersion, and residual velocity of the projectile
when the liquid-filled container was affected by the impact. Disimile [7,8] analyzed the
liquid dispersion after projectile impact on an oil tank by using high-speed camera technol-
ogy and studied the damage characteristics of the simulated oil tank under a shock wave
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after a 12.7 mm tungsten ball impact. Chen [9] investigated the characteristics of a liquid
spurt caused by the hydrodynamic ram in an experiment, which revealed the impact of
high-velocity fragments on a liquid-filled container. Ji [10] compared the hydrodynamic
ram caused by one and two spherical projectiles impacting water-filled containers by using
a numerical model.

The interaction between the projectile and the LFCS is the dynamic impact response
of the projectile to the LFCS, while its opposite is the interference of the LFCS in the
projectile. The interference modes of an LFCS in different projectiles vary. A kinetic
energy projectile, such as a long-rod projectile, and the fragments in the liquid will be
subjected to resistance caused by the pressure difference between the head and the tail of
the projectile and the viscosity of the liquid; the kinetic energy of the projectile is converted
into kinetic energy of the liquid and finally into its potential energy and the deformation
energy of the shell [11]. The movement trajectory of the projectile will also be changed
by the interference of the liquid. In contrast, the LFCS mainly causes lateral interference
in the SCJ through the convergence and reflux of the liquid driven by the shock wave,
which results in necking fracture of the jet, thus reducing its penetration capability and
realization of a high protection level. The use of an LFCS to resist the SCJ can play the role
of replacing the rigid with the soft and meet the lightweight requirement of a protective
structure. Therefore, the interference process of the LFCS in the SCJ must be studied for
the application of an LFCS in the field of protection engineering.

In recent years, scholars have conducted studies on jet penetration in liquid or liquid-
filled structures successively. Held and Backofen [12] investigated the penetration behavior
of copper, aluminum, and tantalum molding jets in water by using high-speed photography
and intermittent switching technology. White and Wahll [13] demonstrated that a closed
structure full of liquid has a good interference effect on the jet through experiments. Lee [14]
studied the penetrating behavior of jet particles in water through high-speed photography
and X-ray experiments. Held [15,16] modified Szendrei equations and obtained the reaming
equations of jet penetration in water through high spatial and temporal resolutions and
profile-streak technology. Andersson [17] performed X-ray photography and found that
the collapse of the penetration channel leads to complete disappearance of the jet tail
during its penetration into a water-filled airtight container. From an engineering viewpoint,
Yanqing [18] proposed a new type of protective armor comprising a sealed steel box unit
structure filled with water and calculated the interference of this armor in the jet flow.
Gao [19,20] and Zhang [21,22] established a theoretical model of the interference mechanism
of fluid-filled single-cell structures in jets. Zu and Tan [23,24] determined the relationship
between the residual penetration of the jet and the physical parameters of the target, jet,
and liquid material through dimensional analysis. Guo [25,26] established a theoretical
model to calculate the velocity interval of a jet subjected to interference by considering the
compressibility of the liquid and the multiple impacts of the jet on the liquid and used
the lateral velocity method to calculate the residual penetration depth. Zu [27] presented
experimental and theoretical investigations of the penetration capability of the residual
SCJ emerging from the liquid-filled compartment structure after the penetration process at
different impact angles.

Gao et al. [19–26] established a calculation model for the velocity interval of a disturbed
jet. However, they ignored the interference of the liquid radial reflux driven by the bottom
plate reflection and the side-wall secondary reflection waves on the jet, which would
introduce errors in the calculation of the interference velocity interval.

The interference of liquid radial reflux in the SCJ by the LFCS in this paper can
be divided into the following three parts: bottom plate reflection interference, side-wall
reflection interference, and side-wall secondary reflection interference. A theoretical model,
which can accurately calculate the velocity interval of the disturbed jet and the residual
penetration depth of the jet, is established considering the change in liquid sound velocity
and the propagation path of shock waves. The calculation revealed that the interference
of the LFCS in the SCJ is mainly concentrated in the tip and middle part of the jet. The
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AUTODYN-2D hydrocode and the Euler–Lagrange coupling algorithm are then used to
demonstrate intuitively the three stages of the liquid reflux interfering jet driven by shock
waves, which verifies the accuracy of the theoretical analysis. Finally, X-ray technology is
used to capture the shape of the jet penetration in the LFCS, and the velocity interval of
the disturbed jet is calculated. The experimental results show that the liquid composite
structure has an obvious interference effect on the high-speed section of the SCJ, and the
theoretical model established in this paper can accurately calculate the disturbed velocity
interval and the residual penetration depth of the jet. Therefore, the theoretical model can
be used to guide the design of the LFCS and predict its anti-jet capacity.

2. Theoretical Analysis

In this study, jet penetration into the LFCS (see Figure 1) is divided into five stages: jet
penetration into the cover plate, jet reaming in the liquid, side-wall reflection interference,
bottom plate reflection interference, and liquid spraying and side-wall secondary reflection
interference. This study proposes several assumptions to simplify the calculation and
formula derivation:

(1) The radial and axial pressures of the initial reaming are equal, and the product of
reaming pressure and hole wall area is constant.

(2) During penetration, the jet is approximately a cylindrical rod.
(3) Considering that the effect of liquid viscosity is small, it is ignored in the analysis of

penetration [24].
(4) The effect of shell plastic deformation in the penetration process is ignored.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the interaction between the projectile and the target.

Based on the above assumptions, the five stages of the jet penetration into the LFCS
are as follows:

The first stage is the jet penetration into the cover plate, which can be treated as a
steady-stage penetration.

The second stage is the jet reaming in the liquid.
The residual velocity vjw and time spent tjw after hw penetration of the liquid layer

can be obtained as follows by using virtual origin theory [25]:

vjw = vj f

(
zo + H + δ f

zo + H + δ f + hw

)√ρw/ρj

(1)

tjw =
zo + H + δ f + hw

vjw
(2)
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where vj f is the residual velocity after jet penetration into the cover plate, ρw is the density
value of the liquid, ρj is the density value of the SCJ, and zo is the coordinate value of the
virtual origin.

Under the unconstrained condition, the radius and time of crater reaming of the SCJ
in the liquid under the influence of shock waves can be obtained by using the penetration
equation. When the jet penetrates the LFCS, the liquid pressure continuously increases
due to the restriction of the shell. The crater radius of the liquid, rcw, is assumed to reach
the maximum when the liquid pressure Pw increases to the same value as the reaming
pressure. Then,

Pw = Pc = Pjw
rj

2

rcw2 (3)

where Pjw is the penetration dynamic pressure, Pc is the reaming pressure, and rj is the
jet radius.

Dowson and Higginson found that the relationship between liquid pressure and
density [28] is as follows:

Pw =
ρw/ρw0 − 1

2.3× 10−9 − 1.7× 10−9ρw/ρw0
(4)

where ρw0 is the density of the liquid at atmospheric pressure.
Meanwhile, the liquid density at a certain liquid level can be approximated as follows:

ρw = ρw0
r2 − rcw

2

r2 (5)

The crater radius rcw formed by the jet in the liquid can be obtained through
Equations (3)–(5).

Given that the penetration velocity u of the jet is greater than the sound velocity of the
liquid cw, a shock wave will be generated in the liquid, and the propagation velocity of the
shock wave can be approximated as follows [29]:

vs =
cw

cos[arcsin(cw/u)]
(6)

At equilibrium, vs = u [25].
The shock wave propagates to the side wall of the cylindrical cavity of the LFCS with

the penetration. After being reflected by the side wall, the reflection shock wave propagates
in the opposite direction until it meets the crater wall formed by jet penetration (Figure 2).
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The third stage is the side-wall reflection interference, in which the reflection shock
wave propagates to the crater wall and drives the radial reflux of the liquid to interfere
with the SCJ.

Figure 3 shows the propagation path of the shock wave in the liquid. In the lateral
direction, reflection occurs when the shock wave contacts the side-wall surface, and the
shock wave has only one impact action on the shell of the LFCS and the jet. According to
the propagation characteristics of the shock wave, the two limiting propagation directions
of the shock wave during jet penetration into the liquid layer are as follows: (1) the shock
wave propagates along the normal direction of the Mach angle

→
n1, and (2) the initial shock

wave propagates along the radial direction
→
n2. The two shock wave propagation paths

form corresponding to the maximum velocity and minimum velocity of the jet interfered
by the liquid in the side-wall reflection interference stage, respectively.
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According to the geometric relationship of the propagation path, we can obtain

rj + vsts1 cos β + rcw = 2r (7)

rj + vsts2 + rcw = 2r (8)

where ts1 and ts2 are the propagation times of the shock wave in two different directions.
When the reflection shock wave propagates to the penetration crater wall to make the

liquid converge radially, the following expressions exist:

Pbs = Prs − Pc (9)

Prs = KPjwe−
ts
τ (10)

ubs =
2Pbs
cwρw

(11)

cw = k

√
dPw

dρw
(12)

tbs =
rcw − rj

ubs
(13)

where Pbs is the closing pressure, Prs is the intensity of the side-wall reflection shock wave,
K is the reflection coefficient of the shock wave, ubs is the closing velocity of the liquid
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particle, k is a constant, and tbs is the time taken for the liquid particle to move from the
crater wall to the jet surface.

The jet velocity at the position where the liquid converges to the jet surface can be
obtained for the two shock wave propagation paths:

vjd1 =
zo + H + δ f + hw + 2

(
r− rj

)
tan β

tjw + ts1 + tbs1
(14)

vjd2 =
zo + H + δ f + hw

tjw + ts2 + tbs2
(15)

where tbs1 and tbs2 are the times of the liquid’s movement to the jet surface corresponding
to the two propagation paths.

In the side-wall reflection interference stage, the velocity interval of the jet interfered
by the liquid is

[
vjd2

∣∣hw=0 , vjd1
∣∣hw=h

]
.

The fourth stage is the bottom reflection interference, which is marked by the impact
of the jet on the bottom plate. The shock wave is then reflected at the interface between
the liquid and the bottom plate. The bottom plate reflection shock wave propagates to the
liquid crater wall and causes secondary reflection at the free interface, which drives the
radial reflux of the liquid.

At the interface between the liquid and the bottom plate, we can obtain

Pjw
∣∣hw=h

r0
2

rcw
∣∣hw=h

2 − Prb − Pw = 0 (16)

Prb = KPjwe−
trb1

τ (17)

ubb =
2(Prb − Pc)

cwρw
(18)

rj + vstrb1 = rj + ubbtrb2 = rcw
∣∣hw=h (19)

where Prb is the intensity of the bottom reflection shock wave at the crater wall, ubb is the
liquid closing speed, trb1 is the time for the bottom plate reflection shock wave to propagate
to the crater wall, and trb2 is the liquid closing time.

In combination with Equations (16)–(19), the maximum velocity of the interference jet
at the bottom plate reflection interference stage can be obtained as follows:

vjd3 =
zo + H + δ f + h

tjw
∣∣hw=h + trb1 + trb2

(20)

Considering the overlap and continuity of the bottom plate reflection interference and
the side-wall reflection interference (see Figure 4), the total interference jet velocity interval
disturbed by the liquid driven by the side-wall reflection shock wave and the bottom plate
reflection shock wave was obtained as

[
vjd2

∣∣hw=0 , vjd3

]
, in which the liquid continuously

interfered with the jet.
The fifth stage is liquid spraying and side-wall secondary reflection interference.
(1) Liquid spraying
When the jet penetrates through the bottom plate of the LFCS, the liquid is rapidly

sprayed out along the penetration crater under the action of the pressure difference. The
height of the liquid level drop caused by liquid spraying can be obtained [25]:

∆h =
vwo Ao∆t

πr2
(21)
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where vwo is the liquid-spraying velocity, Ao is the reaming area of the bottom plate, and
∆t is the liquid-spraying time.

(2) Side-wall secondary reflection interference process
In this process, the bottom plate reflection wave reflects on the side wall and generates

a secondary reflection shock wave, which propagates to the liquid crater wall and drives
the liquid to continue interfering with the jet (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Schematic of liquid-spraying and propagation path of the secondary reflection shock wave.

After the second and third stages, the liquid in the LFCS radially converges to the jet
surface, and the jet carries out the secondary impact on the reflux liquid. However, the
crater diameter of liquid secondary reaming is small due to the decrease in the jet impact
pressure and the existence of liquid motion inertia, which is ignored in the calculation.
Therefore, the initial interference time of the liquid reflux driven by the secondary reflection
shock wave to the jet is the time when the secondary reflection shock wave propagates to
the jet surface.
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According to the geometrical relationship of the propagation path of the secondary
reflection shock wave, we can obtain

2rj + vstrs1 cos β = 2r (22)

2rj + vstrs2 = 2r (23)

where trs1 and trs2 are the propagation times of the shock wave corresponding to the two
propagation paths. Considering that the liquid level in the LFCS decreases due to liquid
spraying, the following expression should be present:

h− 2
(
r− rj

)
tan β ≥ ∆h (24)

Then, the minimum and maximum interference velocities of the liquid to the jet driven
by the secondary reflection shock wave can be calculated as follows:

vjd4 =
zo + H + δ f + h− 2

(
r− rj

)
tan β

tjw
∣∣hw=h + trs1

(25)

vjd5 =
zo + H + δ f + h
tjw
∣∣hw=h + trs2

(26)

In the secondary reflection shock wave interference stage, the velocity interval of the
jet disturbed by liquid is

[
vjd4, vjd5

]
. In combination with the analysis of the second and

third stages, the velocity interval of the jet disturbed by liquid radial reflux during jet
penetration into the LFCS is

[
vjd2

∣∣hw=0 , vjd3

]
∪
[
vjd4, vjd5

]
.

According to the velocity interval of the disturbed jet, the velocity interval of the
escaping jet can be obtained, and the residual penetration depth of the jet can be calculated
by combining the blast height curve of the SCJ.

3. Simulation Analysis
3.1. Simulation Modeling

The numerical simulation of jet penetration in the liquid-filled single-cell structure
(LFSCS) was conducted by using Euler and Euler–Lagrange coupling algorithms with the
AUTODYN solver to observe the shock wave propagation and liquid reflux intuitively.
The simulation was divided into two stages: (1) The Euler algorithm was used to simulate
the jet formation of a ϕ56 mm shaped charge (SC) [30], (2) the Euler–Lagrange coupling
algorithm was adapted to calculate the jet penetration in the LFSCS. In the first stage, one
Euler part was built to obtain the formed SCJ. Meanwhile, in the second stage, the formed
SCJ in stage 1 was initially mapped to the Lagrange algorithm, and then one Euler part
filled with water and another Lagrange part filled with Q235 were established.

The SC finite element models in the numerical research are shown in Figure 6. The
diameter and height of the SC were 56 and 73.3 mm, respectively. The thickness of the
oxygen-free high-conductivity copper (OFHC) liner was 1 mm. The high explosive of
the SC was JH-2, with a density of 1.717 g/cm3. The initiation mode of the SC was top
center initiation. The JWL equation of state (EOS) and the shock EOS were adapted for
JH-2 and OFHC, respectively. The EOS of air was the ideal gas. The Euler domain was set
to a gradient mesh of 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm to 0.25 mm × 1 mm to ensure the accuracy of
jet formation.

The shape of the SCJ at 24 µs obtained by simulation is shown in Figure 7, and the jet
tip velocity was 6506 m/s.
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3.2. Simulation Results

The LFSCS 2D finite element models in the numerical research are shown in Figure 8.
The LFCS was simplified into an LFSCS, and a side-wall thickness of 25 mm was given to
the shell to reduce the deformation, which was consistent with assumption 4 in this study.
The liquid cavity radius and depth of the LFSCS were 15 and 70 mm, respectively, and the
thickness of the cover and bottom plates were 4 and 10 mm respectively. The liquid and the
metal shell of the LFSCS were water and Q235, respectively. The shock EOS was adopted
for water and Q235. The material parameters are shown in Tables 1–4.
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Table 1. Physical properties of the JH-2 explosive.

Material ρ/(g·cm−3) D/(m·s−1) PCJ/(GPa)

JH-2 1.717 8500 34.0

Table 2. Physical properties of CU-OFHC.

Material ρ/(g·cm−3) Shear Modulus (GPa) Yield Strength (MPa)

CU-OFHC 8.93 47.7 120

Table 3. Physical properties of water.

Material ρ/(g·cm−3) c/(m·s−1)

Water 1.0 1480
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Table 4. Physical properties of steel Q235.

Material Density
(g·cm−3)

Tensile
Strength (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Elongation (%)

Q235 7.85 235 375 26

The sensitivity of the mesh size was studied through the application of 1, 0.5, and
0.25 mm meshes in the numerical calculation. The calculation shows that the results were
significantly different with mesh size reduction from 1 mm to 0.5 mm, while the results
stabilized when the mesh size reduced from 0.5 mm to 0.25 mm. Thus, the size of the Euler
and Lagrange mesh in the second stage was set to be 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm.

A total of 14 follow-up gauge points were set to obtain the travel trajectory and
velocity–time curve of liquid particles. Among these points, gauge points 1 to 8 were set
on the jet surface, and gauge points 9 to 14 were set on the liquid material beside the jet
penetration channel.

Screenshots of 29, 35, 39, 43, and 47 µs were selected from the simulation calculation
results to observe the interaction between the jet and the LFSCS. We can see the propaga-
tion of the shock wave and the movement direction of the liquid particles by using the
Vector option.

Figure 9 shows the process of the initial shock wave generated in the liquid, the shock
wave reflected on the side wall, and the radial reflux of the liquid driven by the reflection
shock wave when the jet penetrated the LFSCS.
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Figure 9a demonstrates that the velocity direction of the liquid particle behind the
shock wave front changes with the propagation direction of the shock wave, which is
between the normal direction of the Mach angle and the radial direction. Figure 9b shows
that the side-wall reflection shock wave propagated in the opposite direction, and the
common points of the incident and reflection waves moved along the side-wall surface at a
certain speed at 36 µs. Figure 9c shows that the velocity direction of the liquid particles
after the side-wall reflection shock wave front was vertical-inward at 39 µs. This result is
because the side-wall reflection shock wave propagates to the liquid crater wall and drives
the liquid particles to radially converge to the SCJ surface.

At 43 µs, the jet penetrated the bottom plate of the LFSCS, and the shock wave was
reflected on the bottom plate surface to produce the reflection shock wave (see Figure 10).
At this point, the side-wall and the bottom plate reflection shock wave simultaneously
propagate in the liquid. Under the influence of the bottom plate reflection shock wave and
the pressure difference between inside and outside, the bottom liquid begins to converge
in the radial direction. Thereafter, the reflux liquid impinges on the jet, which interferes
with the stability of the tip of the jet.
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Figure 10. Generation and propagation of the bottom plate reflection shock wave.

The bottom plate reflection wave is reflected from the side wall to form a secondary
reflection wave. The secondary reflection wave propagates in the liquid until it reaches the
liquid crater wall to drive the liquid to converge and disturb the jet. Figure 11 depicts that
the upper part of the liquid converged to contact with the jet surface, and the jet carried
out the secondary impact on the reflux liquid. However, the crater diameter of liquid
secondary reaming is small due to the decrease in the jet impact pressure and the existence
of liquid motion inertia, which is ignored in the calculation.
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Figure 11. Propagation of the side-wall secondary reflection shock wave.

The position, pressure, speed, and other parameters of the gauge points were obtained
by using the data export function of the software. The position–time relationship curves of
gauge points 9, 10, and 11 were plotted to obtain the motion trajectory of the three gauge
points, as shown in Figure 12. The follow-up gauge point in the liquid goes through the
reaming and reflux processes and then continues to oscillate but only slightly. Moreover,
the trajectories of the three points are similar.
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In addition, the relation curve between velocity and time in the y-direction at gauge
point 12 and the pressure stroke curve at gauge point 2 were drawn. Figure 13 shows
that the liquid particles fell into low oscillation after reaming and radial reflux, and the
reflux velocity of the liquid particles was approximately 500 m/s. The pressure–time
curve at gauge point 2 in Figure 14 demonstrates the appearance of a pressure peak in
approximately 48 s, which lasted for a period and then oscillated back down. Therefore,
gauge point 2 on the jet surface is under the impact of liquid reflux. At this time, the
pressure of jet particles at this position sharply increases under the action of liquid reflux,
and the jet is prone to necking fracture.
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The simulation results demonstrate the generation and propagation of the initial
shock wave, side-wall reflection wave, bottom plate reflection wave, side-wall secondary
reflection wave, and reflux of liquid particles driven by the shock wave. The simulation
results verify the previous theoretical analysis. Specifically, the interference of liquid in
the jet includes the following three parts: side-wall reflection interference, bottom plate
reflection interference, and side-wall secondary reflection interference.
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4. Experiments and Calculation
4.1. X-ray Experiment

X-ray tests were conducted on the process of jet penetration in the LFCS to verify the
accuracy of the theoretical model.

The size parameters of the LFCS used in the test are shown in Figure 15. The LFCS
mainly consisted of a metal shell with a cavity, a liquid filler, a cover plate, and a sealing
strip, which were connected by screws. Here, the liquid filler was water, while the shell
material was steel Q235. The jet tip velocity of the ϕ56 mm shaped charge used in the test
was 6700 m/s, and the tail velocity was 1200 m/s. At 30 µs, the jet tip radius was 1 mm
and the tail was 7 mm. The stand-off was 80 mm.
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The X-ray test was arranged according to Figures 16–18, where the distance between
the bottom of the LFCS and the horizontal ground was HD, the magnification factor was
kA = a+c

a and kB = b+d
b , and the light-emitting time of the two X-ray machines was TA and

TB, respectively. Parameters of the X-ray test layout are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. X-ray test layout parameters.

HD
(m)

a
(mm)

b
(mm)

c
(mm)

d
(mm) kA kB

TA
(µs)

TB
(µs)

Water 1.29 148 148 79 76 1.53 1.51 60 80
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The two times of the X-ray machine emission were 60 and 80 µs. The jet shape captured
by the X-ray machine is shown in Figure 19.

The X-ray images at 60 µs showed that the tip of the jet was disturbed when the SCJ
penetrated the LFCS, and necking and lateral deviation appeared. The undisturbed jet
continued to extend over time due to the high velocity and velocity gradient of the SCJ,
and the distance between the broken jets also increased. X-ray images at 80 µs showed that
the fracture and lateral deviation of the jet further intensified, while the jet at the back part
maintained good continuity and collimation, which is in good agreement with the analysis
in this study.
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Accordingly, it can be calculated that the velocity interval of the disturbed jet is 
[3389.9, 5456.7] m/s. 
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Figure 19. X-ray test results.

According to the X-ray images, we can calculate the velocity interval of the SCJ
disturbed by liquid radial reflux. Taking the marked lines as a reference, the measured
distance between the tip of the jet and the marked line is ∆XA1 at 60 µs and ∆XB1 at 80 µs,
while the measured distance between the tail of the disturbed jet and the marked line
is ∆XA2 at 60 µs and ∆XB2 at 80 µs. Therefore, the distance of the tip of jet movement
within the time range ∆T is ∆S1, while the distance of the tail of disturbed jet movement
within the time range ∆T is ∆S2, so the velocity of the tip of the jet, Vjx, and the tail of the
disturbed jet, Vjd, can be calculated as

Vjx =
∆S1

∆T
(27)

Vjd =
∆S2

∆T
(28)

where ∆T = TB − TA, ∆S1 = ∆XB1
kB
− ∆XA1

kA
, and ∆S2 = ∆XB2

kB
− ∆XA2

kA
.
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Accordingly, it can be calculated that the velocity interval of the disturbed jet is
[3389.9, 5456.7] m/s.

4.2. DOP Experiment

A static penetration test of the jet-penetrating liquid composite target was conducted
to further verify the theoretical model. The field layout of the DOP experiment is shown in
Figure 20. The SCJ and the LFCS used in the experiment were consistent with the X-ray
experiment. The stand-off was still set to 80 mm, and the distance from the LFCS to the
witness target was set to 90 mm. The results of the two experiments are shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21 shows the formation of craters and penetration channels on the witness target
after jet penetration in the LFCS. The residual penetration depths after the jet penetrated
the LFCS filled with water were 78 and 81 mm based on two repeated tests. Craters were
scattered on the surface of the witness target due to the tip of the disturbed jet caused by
liquid radial reflux, leading to the failure of effective penetration. This also proves that the
jet interfered by liquid radial reflux loses its penetrating capability.

4.3. Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Results

The calculated results of the theoretical model in this study were compared with
those of the X-ray and DOP experiments to verify the reliability of the theoretical model.
Table 6 provides the velocity interval of the disturbed jet and the residual penetration depth
calculated by the theoretical model established in this study and the results of the X-ray
and DOP tests.

Table 6. Comparison between the theoretical calculation results and the experimental results.

Data Source Interference Velocity
Interval (m/s) Residual Penetration Depth (mm)

Theoretical calculation results [3131, 3813] ∪ [3916, 5321] 76.3

Experimental result [3389.9, 5456.7]
78 79.5

(on average)81

The velocity interval of the disturbed jet and the residual penetration of the jet calcu-
lated by using the theoretical model established in this paper is in good agreement with
the X-ray test value, and the error is within a reasonable range. Among the findings, the
error between the calculated minimum interference velocity and the test value was 7.6%,
that between the calculated maximum interference velocity and the test value was 2.5%,
and that between the calculated residual penetration value and the test value was 4.0%.
The results demonstrate the reliability of the theoretical calculation model established in
this study.

5. Conclusions

Considering the interference of liquid radial reflux driven by the bottom plate reflec-
tion shock wave on the jet and the change in sound velocity when the liquid is compressed,
the process of jet penetration in the LFCS is divided in this study into the following five
stages: jet penetration in the cover plate, jet reaming in the liquid, side-wall reflection inter-
ference, bottom plate reflection interference, and liquid spraying and side-wall secondary
reflection interference. The theoretical calculation model of the velocity interval of the
disturbed jet and residual penetration depth of jet is established, and the conclusions are
as follows.

(1) The interference of liquid radial reflux in the SCJ mainly comprises three parts: side-
wall reflection interference, bottom plate reflection interference, and side-wall sec-
ondary reflection interference. The bottom plate reflection interference has observed
interference on the tip of the SCJ.

(2) The interference jet velocity interval during jet penetration in the LFCS is
[
vjd2
∣∣hw=0 , vjd3

]
∪[

vjd4, vjd6

]
based on the theoretical model, and the residual penetration depth can be

calculated through its combination with the stand-off curve of the jet.
(3) Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the LFCS has interference on

the head of the SCJ. Thus, applying the LFCS to extreme protection fields, such as
ammunition safety protection, is possible.

(4) The theoretical model established in this study is suitable for calculating the interfer-
ence process of the LFCS with a Newtonian liquid in the SCJ to predict the anti-jet
capacity of the LFCS.
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Abbreviations

hw penetration depth of the SCJ in liquid
vj f residual velocity after jet penetration into the cover plate
zo coordinate value of the virtual origin
H stand-off
δ f thickness of the LFCS panel
δb thickness of the bottom plate of the LFCS
ρw density of the liquid
ρj density of the SCJ
vjw residual velocity of the jet that penetrates the liquid
tjw time of jet penetration into the liquid
rcw crater radius of the liquid
Pw wall pressure of the liquid crater
Pjw penetration dynamic pressure
Pc reaming pressure of the crater
rj radius of the jet
ρw0 density of the liquid at atmospheric pressure
rcw crater formed by the jet
u penetration velocity of the jet
cw sound velocity of the liquid
vs velocity of the shock wave
→
n1 normal direction of the Mach angle
→
n2 initial shock wave propagation along the radial direction
ts1, ts2 propagation times of the shock wave in two different directions
r radius of the inner cavity of the shell
Pbs closing pressure of the crater
Prs intensity of the side-wall reflection shock wave
K reflection coefficient of the shock wave
ubs closing velocity of the liquid particle
k material constant of the liquid
tbs time for the liquid particle to move from the crater wall to the jet surface

tbs1, tbs2
times of liquid movements to the jet surface corresponding to the two
propagation paths

vjd1, vjd2 jet velocities at the positions where the liquid converges to the jet surface
Prb intensity of the bottom reflection shock wave at the crater wall
ubb liquid closing speed of the crater wall at the bottom of the LFCS
trb1 time for the bottom plate reflection shock wave to propagate to the crater wall
trb2 liquid closing time

vjd3
maximum velocity of the interference jet at the bottom plate reflection
interference stage

∆h height of the liquid level drop caused by liquid spraying
vwo liquid-spraying velocity
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Ao reaming area of the bottom plate
∆t liquid-spraying time
trs1, trs2 propagation times of the shock wave corresponding to the two propagation paths
h height of the inner cavity of the shell
β Mach angle

vjd4
minimum interference velocities of the liquid to the jet driven by the secondary
reflection shock wave

vjd5
maximum interference velocities of the liquid to the jet driven by the secondary
reflection shock wave

HD distance between the bottom of the LFCS and the horizontal ground
kA, kB corresponding magnification factors of X-ray tubes A and B, respectively
TA, TB exposure times of X-ray tubes A and B, respectively
∆T TB − TA
∆S distance of the jet movement within the time range ∆T
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